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T h ree D ecorated w ood en B eam s of
the T hirteenth C entury
IN R O T H E H O U SE M U SEU M , K IL K E N N Y
Hanging on the wall of the top floor of Rothe
House M useum are two oak beams which formed part of the
original roof of St. Canice's Cathedral in Kilkenny. They had
already gone out of use a long tim e before the erection of
the present hammer-beam construction in 1866. The beams
were regarded as too bulky to move when the Kilkenny Soc
iety's collection was transferred to the National M useum in
Dublin in the early years of this century, and were thus
retained in the town of their origin.
Both beams are curved. The larger of the two is 3.35m.
long and looks alm ost like a bridge, with the underside
curved and the upper face angular (Fig. 1). The lower face
— originally seen from below — is decorated by a total of
67 ‘dog-teeth' resembling four petals rising so th at their points
m eet at the top. These ‘dog-teeth' are in relief and run the
length of the underside of the beam encased on either side by
a rounded moulding (Fig. 2). As is only to be expected from
manual work,the lines are not absolutely straight and
the
shape of each ‘dog-tooth' varies slightly. Each side of the
beam has a groove 1.7cms. wide and 2.1cms. deep which
follows the line of the curved underside about 2.7cms. above
it. The upper side of the beam is flat in the middle and
slopes away towards the ends. On each side of these sloped
planes is a fin-like rib or long tenon, perforated w ith two and
three holes respectively. W ooden dowels of the kind used in
the m odernly
reconstructed roof of R othe House passed
through these
holes and attached the curved beam to the
roof trusses which it supported.
The smaller of the two beams is 1.68m. long (Fig. 3). It,
too, has grooves on the sides, and also bears the same ‘dogODposite (left to right) : Fig. 1—The larger beam from St. Canice's :
side view. Fig. 3— The smaller beam from St. Canice's : side and end
view. Fig. 5—The beam from Potter's : View of the decorated underside.
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teeth ' and moulding on the lower curved face — though this
has been secondarily cut through in three places. Like the
first beam, it also has a long tenon on the back with three
perforations for wooden dowels. It differs in shape, however,
from the first beam in th at it expands towards one end. The
end-face is angular, and on one of the planes there are two
tenons at right angles to one another w ith a break in between.
These two tenons served to anchor the beam to a solid base
— presumably also of wood — which may well have sat
directly on top of a stone corbel.
It is strange th at with the exception of the expanded end
of the second beam, no provision was made to enable the
end of one beam to be tied in with the next one.
The two surviving beams do not appear to have fitted
together, though it could be th at the narrow end of the
second beam would have adjoined a piece similar to the first
beam, and would have formed with it one half of an arc
which supported the roof-trusses. By combining the two
pieces, we could work out th at such an arc would have
covered a span of about 10m. or about 30 feet. This is almost
exactly the w idth of both the nave and the chancel of the
C athedral, so th at we may presume th at both beams were
used in roofing one or other of these parts of the building.
Fig. 4 suggests a tentative reconstruction of w hat the roof
may have looked like, based on the features found on the two
extant beams (the lowermost p art being purely conjectural).
It suggests th at the design of the medieval roof was entirely
different from th at of the present one dating from 1866 and
also from th at of the roof of 1795 which is presumably the
one shown in Shee's 1813 edition of O'Phelan's Epitaphs and
also in The Dublin Penny Journal of July 4, 1835.
Judging by the present positioning of the corbels in the
nave (if these were not inserted in the 19th century recon
struction), the arcs were spaced a t intervals of 10 feet. It is diffi
cult to know if the grooves on the sides of the beams had
boards slotted into them which covered the intervening space
between each arc — thus hiding the roof-trusses from the
viewer below. The grooves may not have formed a sufficiently
stable bedding for such boards, as these boards m ust have
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Fig. 2— The larger beam from St. Canice’s : Decoration and cross-section.
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been fairly strong to span ten feet w ithout sagging. B ut if
the grooves did not hold such ceiling boards, it is not easy
to suggest w hat other purpose they could have served.
The ‘dog-tooth' decoration is a motif commonly used in
Ireland in the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. It is
found elsewhere in St Canice's C athedral, for instance, flank
ing the columns of the late thirteenth or early fourteenth
century altar-tom b in the north transept where, however,
much of it is a nineteenth century replacem ent of earlier
work. We are probably in the lucky position of being able to
obtain a more precise date for the erection of the two beams.
We know th at the Cathedral was com pleted during the epis
copacy of Bishop Geoffrey St. Leger, who was bishop from
1260 to 1286. As the roof would have been one of the last
parts of the building to be completed, the beams were very
probably placed in position some time during his reign, and
possibly more towards the end of it.

v -n |
A Beam R ecently Discovered in Potters in High Street
W hen P o tter's in High Street was being demolished in
1971, M r Louis Feeley noticed among the rubble a long
wooden beam which he discovered just in tim e to save it
from being cut up for firewood. He was later able to pro
cure it for the M useum in Rothe House. The beam (Fig. 5)
is now 6.60m. long, though it is likely to have been
about 8m. long originally. In cross-section it forms almost
exactly a square, being 24-25 cms. wide and about 25 cms.
deep. W hat was originally the under side bears a simple ‘dog
tooth' decoration in the centre, flanked on each side by a
concave, a convex and a concave moulding in turn (Fig. 6).
Each ‘dog-tooth' is about 4.5 cms long, and a total of 119^
‘dog-teeth' can be counted running alm ost the whole length
of the beam. They seem to have been made w ith the aid of
two separate chisels, one straight-edged and the other slightly
scoop-shaped. The quality of the moulding is good and even.
A t one end of the decoration there is a m ortise hole which
is 11 cms. deep and slightly off-centre, and into this a tenon
m ust have fitted. The tenon, which may have been slightly
L-shaped, was probably part of a beam which ran along the
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of the beams discussed here.

Fig. 7—Tentative reconstruction o f the type o f ceiling o f a 13th century
room to which the beam from Potter's may have belonged.
Q uakers fro m th e b eginning.
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side of a wall and which would have been supported by cor
bels. A t the same end, the flat undecorated end-piece of the
beam has been slightly hollowed out cross-ways showing
where the cross-beam lay underneath it. The wood-carver
seems to have made a m istake in the original length of the
longitudinal mortise-hole, for it was formerly 21 cms longer
in the direction of the centre of the beam. He probably
found out at some stage that the space which the beam was
m eant to span was wider than he had originally calculated,
and so a piece of wood, decorated with the necessary m ould
ings, was inserted to fill 21cms. of the hole — though in fact
the replacem ent did not fit exactly. The undecorated part of
this end of the beam is 1.52m. long, and taking the w idth of
the cross-beam on which it lay to be 22cms., we can con
clude th at the wall on which the beam rested m ust have
been at least 1.30m. thick. A t the other
— and less well
preserved-end of the beam, a hole has been cut out of one
side of the beam. On each side-face of the beam there is a
groove 4cms. wide and 4 cms. deep into which ceiling boards
or panels would probably have been fitted. These grooves
would certainly have allowed for much stronger boards to
have been fitted into them than in the case of the St. C anice's
beams described above. The groove on one side of the betterpreserved end suggests th at the boards reached to the wall,
while the other end suggests that the groove — and therefore
the boards— only went to within 18cms. of the wall where,
however, from the point of view of the person below, it
would have been concealed from view by the cross-beam
running along the wall beneath it. On one of the side-faces,
the side of the groove is broken, and it reveals a num ber of
circles in the wood at the bottom of the groove; these are
presumably the traces of some kind of bit used in order to
facilitate the work of hollowing out the groove.
The beam now has a considerable curve — not a sag —
which may have been caused through pressure on its second
ary position in P o tter's. It may be possible to make out
traces of w hat may have been original red paint on the
decorated surface. The ‘ dog-teeth ' on the beam are not
exactly the same as those on the two St. Canice's beams
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described above. Each ‘tooth' is m ore square in shape than
those on the St. Canice's beams; each is also m ore angular,
more petal-like and rises more to a point. It is likely that
the beam from P o tte r's was made by a different hand than
th at which carved the St. Canice's beams. All three may,
however, have been products of the same workshop. There is
not likely to have been any great interval in time between
the carving of the beams, and the beam from P o tte r's very
probably dates to sometime in the second half of the
thirteenth century. Its position in P o tte r's is obviously second
ary, but we cannot say in which building it was originally
used. W e can say with a reasonable degree of certainty th at
it belonged to a room which was about 5.44 m. wide. It may
even have formed part of the ceiling in one of the rooms in
the 13th century castle, and if so, may have been in a
position suggested by the tentative reconstruction shown in
Fig. 7.
These three beams in R othe House are im portant as they
are possibly the only examples of decorated roof-beams in
Ireland to survive from the thirteenth century. They are also
valuable in showing us the techniques and the type of m ould
ings and decorations used on wood at th at period. The fairly
precise dating obtainable for the beams from St Canice's
could be of great assistance to dendrochronologists and to
those working on the Carbon 14 m ethod of dating medieval
wood.
A ck n o w le d g m en ts: M y thanks are due to my wife,
Edalgart, whose drawings accompany this article, and to Louis
Feeley who brought the beam from P o tte r's to my notice,
and w ithout whose vigilance the beam would have long
since been destroyed. M r Feeley is clerk of works in charge
of National Parks and M onum ents Branch O.P.W., Kilkenny
and the K.A.S, is indebted to him for his viligance on this
and on many other occasions.

